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How to Write a Master Thesis 
 

The purpose of this note is to give you some hints and tips about writing a master thesis in Management 
of Technology at EPFL. The note does not intend to be comprehensive. However, some theses have 
received low marks because their authors made mistakes that are entirely avoidable. Please note that this 
document does not replace or alter the official guidelines of EPFL; it is meant to be an additional help 
geared towards writing a thesis in the MTE section.  

 

General 

When you write your master thesis, please have in mind the “informed reader” who is familiar with 
standard methods and has reasonable background knowledge in the domain of your studies. As a 
guideline, you can assume knowledge of standard textbooks you have used in your coursework. 
Equivalently, assume the typical knowledge of one of your classmates. On the other hand, you should 
discuss methods that are idiosyncratic, e. g., methods you did not know but were used by employees of 
the sponsoring firm. The whole thesis should read as one self-contained piece and should be accessible. 

 

Structure 

You should spend a significant amount of time thinking about how you want to organize the content of 
your thesis. Ask yourself what belongs together and which parts naturally relate to each other. Weak 
master theses typically try to just organize the material into subheadings and then lose sight of the 
relationships between different parts of the thesis. Also, if related discussions appear in separate parts of 
the thesis, then this is often a case of poor structure. Please keep in mind the following when structuring 
your thesis: 
 

 Structure follows content, not the other way around! In particular, do not aim for a detailed 
table of contents and then proceed to fill little boxes. Rather, write a thesis with a clear logical 
structure. As you revise your argument, you will probably also want to change the way you 
arrange your argument into sections and subsections. Generally, avoid a structure with many 
section headings and an elaborate hierarchy of subsections. On the other hand, having more 
than five pages without a (sub)section heading will make the text inaccessible and difficult to 
read. 

 
 Summary. The summary usually takes half a page and will be written on a specific form sent out 

by the MTE section in due time. The summary must be approved by the company as it will be 
published on the MTE website. 
 

 Introduction. The introduction should typically be in the 2-4 pages range and should tell the 
reader about the main topic and findings of your thesis (hence, write it at the end!). Do not try 
to just give a long summary. The reader needs to know what to expect and where to find it in 
your document. Do not try to write a thriller where the plot is kept secret until the end. It is 
much easier to read a long document when you already know what the punch line is. 
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 Related literature/theoretical background. Your master thesis should contain a literature 
review/theoretical background that puts your thesis into perspective. Even if you write about 
work you carried out in a company, you need to show that you have read the relevant literature.  

 
This part of the thesis should be about 30% of your overall document (which is about 60 pages, 
see below).  
Your professor may give you some articles to get started, after this you have to research the 
literature yourself. Or start with the textbooks and articles that you have read in your courses. 
The contribution of your literature review comes from the structure you generate and the links 
between the articles and books that you survey. The worst type of literature review is a long 
sequence of unstructured summary of the type “he said this, they said that.” The reader does 
not learn anything from that and simply gives up. It is always a good idea to start with a survey 
article on the subject or a handbook article in order to get a grasp of the subject. But it may also 
be important to go beyond overview articles and to find more specialized information that 
relates to your thesis subject. Keyword searches in specialized databases (google scholar) are 
useful for this.  
 

 Background information. Whether you write a technical thesis, a case study or describe your 
assignment within the company, you probably need one or two chapters in the beginning where 
you provide the reader with the required background information. This should not be an 
opportunity to fill many pages with everything you know. The purpose is not to entertain the 
reader. However, everything that is required to understand the argument and the points you 
are trying to make should be here.  
 

 Methods & Analysis. Aim for a concise, in-depth depiction of your methodological approach 
(e.g., case study method) and the results of your analysis. In particular, do not just reproduce 
facts and figures. The difference between a mediocre thesis and a good or even an excellent 
thesis rests ultimately on the quality of your original contribution. It is easy to be overly 
impressed with glossy brochures, company websites, and annual reports that are provided to 
you by your thesis sponsor. However, credit is given for your analysis. You should see through 
these veils and show independent judgment. Hence, while you read you should be alert to 
conflicts of interest and reporting biases that may influence the quality of your sources. 
 

 Mathematics. If you write a more technical thesis, you should clearly state and discuss model 
assumptions, model specifications and derivations. Sentences like “under standard conditions…” 
are not informative and should be avoided. You will get a lot of credit for concisely discussing 
the assumptions you make and their limitations, because it shows how well you understand a 
particular model. If you use less standard mathematical or statistical methods, it is a good idea 
to discuss them in the text, and to document the details of the estimation procedure in the 
appendix. Similarly, lengthy mathematical proofs belong in the appendix. 

 
 Conclusion. The purpose of the conclusion is twofold. First, you want to bring all the threads of 

your argument together. Generally, there should not be too many of these (more than three 
gives the impression that you do not focus). Second, put your work into perspective. What are 
the limitations of your argument? Which questions did you not address? Are there additional 
comments that did not quite fit in any of the chapters because they cut across chapters and 
sections? However, a conclusion should never be long (say, more than 3-4 pages). In essence, 
the conclusion brings your study up to the general level again. 
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 Appendix. The thesis should be complete in that it does not rely on materials or arguments 
outside of the thesis that cannot be checked by the reader on the basis of publicly available 
information. The reader should have access to all documents, so you have to provide access to 
those that are not publicly available. Similarly, spreadsheet models, computer programs, or data  

 
need to be available, either from a public source, in the appendix. The ultimate standard of 
what you should include is reproducibility: with your written guidelines and on the basis of the 
materials included, the reader should be able to follow your argument and reproduce your 
results. However, the appendix should not be used to circumvent the page limit, i.e. it should 
not contain material that really belongs into the main text.  
 

 Tables, figures, index. Tables and figures must have short captions that tell the reader what the 
content is. Figures and tables should also be self-contained so that you understand the 
information they provide without having to scan the text for necessary information, like what is 
on the axis of a graph, or what are the units of measurement. There should be a table of 
contents in the front, and an index to all the tables and figures (use titles here, not just “table 1,” 
“figure 3,” etc., otherwise the reader does not know how to find information in your text). 
Figures must be readable when printed in black and white. When two or more variables are 
plotted in the same graph they should be represented, e.g., with solid and dashed lines, not just 
two different colors. 

 
 Length, format. All formatting should aim at generating clarity and transparency. The reader has 

only a limited amount of time to spend on your document, and should not spend it searching for 
information because of a poor organization of your text. The MTE section will send you a cover 
page. The page limit for the main text of the master thesis is 60 pages on A4, 1.5- spaced, 12pt 
proportional width fonts (e.g. Times New Roman, Arial, but not Arial Narrow), with at least 2.5 
centimeters margins on all sides (this does not include the title page, appendix, index, and the 
table of contents). You may add up to 20 pages of numerical tables (e.g., regression results). The 
appendix may not be used for information that belongs into the text in order to circumvent the 
page limit. You can overrun the page limit for good reasons. If you exceed the page limit without 
justifying this with the inclusion of relevant content, then you will receive a lower grade, so you 
do this at your own risk. All appendices and tables to which you refer in your text must be 
contained in the printed version of the thesis. 

 
 Materials. You probably have access to some materials that are either not publicly available or 

at least not known to the hypothetical “knowledgeable reader.” You want to make your thesis 
self-contained, so you need to cite these and give meaningful summaries (see “background 
information” above). Also, please make clear where you rely on materials available to you, and 
where your own analysis starts. Separate facts and comments. 

 

Appendix 

Your thesis is likely to include an appendix with tables, the numeric part of your analysis as well as the 
proofs of the results which cannot be found in the literature. Please adhere to the following guidelines:  
 

 The appendix should be numbered consecutively using Arabic numerals, continuing the 
pagination of the main text.  
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 Every part of the appendix should have a clear role in supporting the argument in the main text. 
The appendix should never contain the argument itself, this belongs into the main text. The role 
of the appendix is entirely supportive.  

 
 Figures and graphs should be in the main text, not in the appendix. 

 
 

 

Plagiarism and cheating 

Plagiarism is the representation of another's work or ideas as one's own; it includes the unacknowledged 
word-for-word use and/or paraphrasing of another person's work, and/or the inappropriate 
unacknowledged use of another person's ideas. It is imperative that you do not plagiarize. Sophisticated 
software exists that is very good at identifying plagiarism (e.g., turnitin.com). Plagiarism and cheating, 
defined as falsification, fabrication, or dishonesty in creating or reporting research results, will result in 
an automatic failing grade. 

 

How to get a good grade 

You definitely get a better grade if you adhere to all the ground rules laid down in this document, but that 
in itself is not enough. You also need to make a contribution with your master thesis and provide a well-
reasoned analysis of your topic. The difference between a satisfactory thesis (in terms of Swiss grades, a 
4.0) and a good thesis (4.5-5.0) is basically whether your thesis has significant analytic content or not. The 
distinguishing feature of a very good thesis (5.5-6.0) is that you really exceed expectations. As a base rule, 
a thesis that is good without major errors or problems and which deals satisfactorily with all the tasks that 
were agreed at the beginning without going into much depth would be a 4.0. 
 

This is where you should seek your contribution: 
 

 Case studies. Aim for some analytic content and a thoughtful analysis. A purely verbal analysis 
of a company’s strategy and carefully collected excerpts from company reports supported by 
light commentary do not qualify as analysis. Check books on methodologies in the social 
sciences to get a good understanding of what a good case study analysis should look like. 
 

 Empirical studies. Try to understand your dataset and carefully collect your data. Apply 
statistical methods thoughtfully and interpret your results. Intelligent commentary of results is 
more important than many tables. 
 

 Mathematical studies. Develop a new model or use new mathematical/statistical methods, it 
will contribute significantly towards a good grade. Theoretical contributions which are unrelated 
to the thesis do not count towards the grade. 

 

Other comments 

 Use footnotes, not endnotes. Your footnotes should make clear if you are referring to another 
document or another location in your thesis. Try to limit the number of footnotes.  
 

 All information you have used needs to be cited. Please reference information from the internet 
and include the website. Include the exact title of the document: by the time the reader checks 
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your sources the owner of the website may have moved the document somewhere else, so it 
has to be found with a search engine. 

 
 Please avoid old-fashioned formats for citations. Rather, have a table of references at the end of 

the main text, and sort it by author last names, date and title. Then reference by author and 
date (e. g., Black and Scholes (1973) develop a formula…) in the main text. If you cite word by 
work, you need to include page numbers for your citation. 
 

 

 The following sample reference list shows you how to reference journal articles, books, and 
articles in an edited book: 
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